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What is your troubleshooting idea to deal with what could go wrong?

*

Sarah p30Bill p22

Key p5

Calendar p87Red flag p83

Write in a book p6

Now you have action plans to reduce your vulnerability and also to break 
some of the links in your chain. You have a troubleshooting idea to deal 
with what might go wrong and you are ready to take action. As you do 
this, be kind to yourself and remember it is all very new. It will take time 
and practice to put your actions to work. The good news is, your problem 
behaviour will always happen again until you have cracked it, so there will 
always be another chance. 

To share your vulnerability, breaking-the-links and troubleshooting plans, 
or to get support as you put them to work, visit www.getyourlifeback.
global/getyourlifeback. Here, you can also download the tables and work-
sheets above. Other ways of getting help and support might be to share 
your plans with a friend and involve them in helping you with it. These are 
just your first plans. Once they are working, you may want to go back to 
column three ‘What could I do to reduce my vulnerability (actions)?’ and 
‘What could I do to break this link? (actions)’ in your My Breaking-the- 
Links Plan Table and decide to do some more.

My Breaking-the-Links Plan Diary

Here is a diary to record whether or not you manage your actions each 
time there is a chance to try them out. You will need this diary each time 
you are tempted to carry out your problem behaviour. Be kind to yourself 
and remember it will take time and practice:
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Date  
and 
time

My  
action

Did I manage 
this step?

Did I carry out 
my problem 
behaviour?

What do I 
need to do 
differently 
next time (if 
anything)?

 
 
 

YES NO YES NO

 
 
 

YES NO YES NO

 
 
 

YES NO YES NO

 
 
 

YES NO YES NO

Thank you for reading this chapter and doing a lot of work for yourself. 
Congratulations on getting this far. It will take a few goes until you man-
age to take all of your actions. Do not be discouraged. We hope you will 
stay kind and patient with yourself as you go along – we are sure your 
perfect nurturer will help with this. You probably need a break by now, 
and we will see you soon.


